Invitation for
Distinguished Online Guest Lectures on
“Forest Certification Process in India”
Date: 27/10/2020

The Centre for Advanced Agricultural Science & Technology (CAAST), Navsari Agricultural University is organizing Online Guest Lectures on “Forest Certification Process in India” under NAHEP-CAAST sub-project.

For registration, follow up the link given here: https://forms.gle/RTToGB5UA1mvuqYt8 and submit Google form on or before 26/10/2020, 5:00 pm

Session 1: Certification of Non-Wood Forest Products in India

Speaker:
Dr. Manmohan Yadav
Associate Professor
Indian Institute of Forest Management,
Bhopal

Time
10:30-12:00 hrs

Session 2: Forest Certification Process for Wood Resources in India

Speaker:
Mr. Amresh Deshpande
Country Manager
Forest Stewardship Council, India

Time
15:00-16:30 hrs

Interested UG/PG Students and faculty members of different disciplines/subjects of NAU and other SAUs/CAUs are invited to attend these lectures on online platform.

Event Organizing Panel
Dr. T.R. Ahlawat, Dr. H.T. Hegde, Dr. R.P. Gunaga, Dr. M.S. Sankanur, Dr. S.K. Sinha, Dr. A.A. Mehta, Mr. Balvant AHIR and Dr. Abhijit Chaudhary